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Abstract The cloud-to-precipitation transition process in warm clouds simulated by state-of-the-art global
climate models (GCMs), including both traditional climate models and a high-resolution model, is evaluated
against A-Train satellite observations. The models and satellite observations are compared in the form of
the statistics obtained from combined analysis of multiple-satellite observables that probe signatures of the
cloud-to-precipitation transition process. One common problem identified among these models is the
too-frequent occurrence of warm precipitation. The precipitation is found to form when the cloud particle
size and the liquid water path (LWP) are both much smaller than those in observations. The too-efficient
formation of precipitation is found to be compensated for by errors of cloudmicrophysical properties, such as
underestimated cloud particle size and LWP, to an extent that varies among the models. However, this
does not completely cancel the precipitation formation bias. Robust errors are also found in the evolution of
cloud microphysical properties from nonprecipitating to drizzling and then to raining clouds in some GCMs,
implying unrealistic interaction between precipitation and cloud water. Nevertheless, auspicious information
is found for future improvement of warm precipitation representations: the adoption of more realistic
autoconversion scheme in the high-resolution model improves the triggering of precipitation, and the
introduction of a sophisticated subgrid variability scheme in a traditional model improves the simulated
precipitation frequency over subtropical eastern ocean. However, deterioration in other warm precipitation
characteristics is also found accompanying these improvements, implying the multisource nature of warm
precipitation biases in GCMs.

1. Introduction

Precipitation is of great hydrological and radiative importance in the climate system by its depletion of cloud
water and its modification to cloud optical properties (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2013;
Pincus & Baker, 1994). Precipitation also responds strongly to atmospheric conditions such as aerosol pertur-
bations and global warming (Held & Soden, 2006; Hulme et al., 1998; Lebo & Feingold, 2014; L’Ecuyer et al.,
2009; Mann et al., 2014; Sorooshian et al., 2009). The proper representation of precipitation process in global
climate models (GCMs) therefore is crucial not only for realistic simulations of present climate but also, and
more importantly, for reliable projections of future climate change due to human activities (Golaz et al.,
2011; Golaz et al., 2013; Stephens, 2005).

Microphysical processes of precipitation are composed of two major processes, that is, the collision-
coalescence among smaller cloud particles to form larger particles and a continuous broadening of particle
size spectrum due to the condensational growth. However, given the coarse spatial resolution adopted in
GCMs, these processes occurring at a cloud scale need to be represented in GCMs by “bulk parameteriza-
tions” in a highly approximated manner. These parameterizations represent the onset of precipitation by
the so-called “autoconversion” process that accounts for the rain formation through collision and coales-
cence of cloud particles; the precipitation water thus formed further depletes cloud water through the
“accretion” process. Although this type of parameterization is widely used in GCMs and efforts have been
devoted to the sophistication of these parameterizations for decades (Berry, 1968; Kessler, 1969;
Khairoutdinov & Kogan, 2000; Liu et al., 2007; Tripoli & Cotton, 1980), it is still subject to large uncertainties
(Penner et al., 2006; Quaas et al., 2009).
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Such uncertainty of parameterizations causes key discrepancies in precipitation behaviors of GCMs from the
real atmosphere. One issue that has been pointed out is a common overestimate of the frequency of light
rain compared with that inferred from satellite observations (Michibata et al., 2016; Stephens et al., 2010;
Suzuki et al., 2015). Stephens et al. (2010) demonstrated that precipitation in weather prediction models
and climate models, as well as high-resolution cloud-resolving models, occurred too often and was too light
compared to those in satellite observations. With the aid of a simplified warm rain model as well as satellite
observations and GCMs, such precipitation bias was also shown to reflect, at least in part, fundamental
behaviors of autoconversion schemes adopted in GCMs (Suzuki et al., 2015). Michibata et al. (2016) further
proposed that the overestimate of light rain can be a cause of unrealistically strong dependence of liquid
water path (LWP) on perturbed aerosols, which is a critical pathway through which anthropogenic aerosol
emissions influence the future climate change. Despite this progress in understanding model precipitation
behaviors in light of satellite observations, the source of the precipitation biases is still somewhat obscure
and thus requires more thorough investigations.

To identify the source of warm precipitation biases and fundamentally improve the model representation
of precipitation, there is a growing interest in the GCM community to study precipitation and relevant
processes with a particular emphasis on their process-level characteristics (Baker & Peter, 2008; Geoffroy
et al., 2008; Takahashi et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2016). This emerging trend of research is also facilitated
by recent progress of satellite observations, particularly given the emergence of the A-Train constellation
that simultaneously observes clouds and precipitation with multiple platforms and sensors (L’Ecuyer &
Jiang, 2010; Stephens et al., 2008). This has provided an unprecedented opportunity to investigate
process-level characteristics of cloud microphysics on the global scale. Particularly notable is the fact that
key cloud properties, such as radar reflectivity, cloud particle size, and cloud top temperature, are
detected or retrieved simultaneously along the A-Train orbits. These coobserved properties were then
combined and exploited to observationally diagnose key aspects of the fundamental processes in
cloud-to-precipitation transition (e.g., Suzuki et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2012). For instance, Suzuki et al.
(2010) and Nakajima et al. (2010) proposed a method that combines the multiple-satellite observables
in a particular manner to construct the statistics, named Contoured Frequency by Optical Depth
Diagram (CFODD), which “fingerprint” the transition of vertical microphysical structure classified according
to cloud particle sizes. The unique information of the precipitation process thus obtained from satellite
observations has enabled us to evaluate and improve model parameterizations at a novel, fundamental
level. Theoretical studies by Suzuki et al. (2013) and Suzuki et al. (2015) compared the satellite-observed
and GCM-simulated characteristics of the CFODD statistics to expose a key discrepancy between them
and interpreted it in the context of fundamental behaviors of autoconversion process representations
in GCMs.

This study builds upon the previous studies (Suzuki et al., 2013, 2015) that developed the A-Train-based
metrics for warm rain process and extends them to evaluations of up-to-date versions of multiple state-
of-the-art climate models. Compared to these previous studies, this study focuses more on the evolution
of cloud microphysical properties associated with precipitation process. The models are evaluated in
their representations of the cloud-to-precipitation transition process of warm clouds (i.e., clouds with
cloud top temperature>0°C) that are represented with varying cloud microphysics parameterizations.
One particular objective of this study is to identify the source of biases in the warm precipitation process
in GCMs in the context of the occurrence frequency of precipitation and the microphysical transition
from cloud to rain. Another goal of this study is to explore the effects of key cloud microphysical para-
meterizations (such as autoconversion schemes and subgrid variabilities), which vary from model to
model, on behaviors of the simulated warm rain. Given that the models examined include both tradi-
tional coarse-resolution and high-resolution GCMs, the multimodel comparisons provide a useful insight
into possible effect of different spatial resolutions on the warm rain process representations. In the con-
text of the scale dependency of the warm rain characteristics, we analyzed results from a traditional
GCM framework with different precipitation schemes and representations of subgrid cloud water variabil-
ities, which influence the onset and microphysical process rates of the warm rain formation (Lebsock
et al., 2013; Morrison & Gettelman, 2008). Effects of the choice of cloud microphysical schemes are also
investigated within the framework of the high-resolution model through sensitivity experiments with
different autoconversion schemes.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes observational and model data used in this study. In
section 3, we present the model biases identified in warm precipitation frequency and their relationship to
cloud microphysical properties. Further examinations of the warm precipitation process are provided in
section 4, where sources of the precipitation biases are investigated in terms of two aspects comprising
the biases, that is, the errors in cloud microphysical properties and those in precipitation parameterizations.
At last, the main findings of this study are summarized in section 5.

2. Data
2.1. A-Train Observations

The observation data used are satellite products of CloudSat and the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS), both members of the A-Train constellation.

CloudSat carries a 94 GHz nadir-pointing radar that is capable of detecting the vertical profile of clouds and
precipitation. The radar reflectivity of the 2B-GEOPROF product (Marchand et al., 2008) is used in this study.
The radar reflectivity is sensitive to particle sizes within the radar beam and thus can be used to distinguish
between cloud droplets and precipitation drops and to detect drizzle or light rain (Berg et al., 2010). In this
study, we categorize radar profiles into three precipitation categories according to the profile maximum
reflectivity (denoted as Zmax): nonprecipitating “cloud” with �30 < Zmax < �15 dBZ, “drizzle” with
�15 < Zmax < 0 dBZ, and “rain” with Zmax > 0 dBZ (e.g., Haynes et al., 2009; Suzuki et al., 2015).

The Aqua MODIS collection 6 level 2 products (MYD06_L2) of effective cloud top particle radius (Reff), cloud
top temperature (Tc), and optical thickness (τc) (Platnick et al., 2015) are also employed. The Reff and τc are
retrieved at a spatial resolution of 1 km, and Tc is retrieved at a resolution of 5 km. The MODIS data are
collocated to the CloudSat footprint to enable coanalysis of these two satellites. The January observations
from 2007 to 2010 for both CloudSat and MODIS are used in our analysis.

A subset of observational data set is constructed by averaging cloudy pixels in the original A-Train data over
every ~14 km along track, in order to facilitate the comparison between the fine-resolution observation and
relatively coarse resolution of Nonhydrostatic ICosahedral Atmospheric Model (NICAM) (with grid size of
~14 km). This new data set is denoted as A-Train(14 km) in the following sections. Unless stated otherwise,
the NICAM results should be evaluated by comparisons to A-Train(14 km). For traditional GCMs, since cloud
simulators that generate subgrid cloud structures comparable with the original satellite detections are incor-
porated (see section 2.2), the results from the original A-Train data set are used as reference.

2.2. Model Simulations

The GCMs analyzed here are (1) the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Atmospheric Model version 3
(GFDL AM3) model incorporating a unified turbulence and cloud parameterization called the Cloud Layers
Unified by Binormals (CLUBB) parameterization (denoted as GFDL_CLUBB) (Guo et al., 2014, 2015); (2) the
new-generation GFDL Atmospheric Model version 4 (AM4) (denoted as GFDL_AM4) (Zhao et al., 2016, perso-
nal communication); (3) the global aerosol-climate model developed by the Max Planck Institute for
Meteorology and the HAMMOZ consortium, version ECHAM6.1-HAM2.2-MOZ0.9 (denoted as ECHAM-
HAMMOZ) (Lohmann et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2012); (4) the Model for Interdisciplinary Research on
Climate, version 5.2 (denoted as MIROC5.2) (Watanabe et al., 2010); (5) the Japan Meteorological
Agency/Meteorological Research Institute Coupled Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Model version
3 (denoted as MRI-CGCM3) (Yukimoto et al., 2011, 2012) under improvement toward the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 6; (6) the global high-resolution model Nonhydrostatic ICosahedral
Atmospheric Model (NICAM) (Satoh et al., 2008, 2014) with the autoconversion scheme of Berry (1968)
(hereinafter BR68) (denoted as NICAM_Br); and (7) the NICAM model with the autoconversion scheme
of Khairoutdinov and Kogan (2000) (hereinafter KK00) (denoted as NICAM_KK). The first five models are
traditional coarse-resolution GCMs, while the last two (the two versions of NICAM) are global high-
resolution models with horizontal resolutions of about 14 km. A summary of the model configurations
is provided in Table 1.

Since the aim of this study is process-level investigation of model biases, the analysis here is based on
1 month (January) outputs, following a spin-up of 3 months or several years, from each of these models, with
an output frequency of every 6 h. It was testified (not shown here) that it has little effect on the process-level
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diagnostics that only 1 month outputs are used and whether prescribed sea surface temperature or a
coupled ocean model is used. The model output is not sampled to match the A-Train observation times.
The test using model output at one specific time of the day suggests that time sampling does not change
the main findings of this study.

For comparisons with A-Train satellite observations, radar simulators are incorporated in all these models
to transform model cloud profiles into radar reflectivity. The Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison
Project Observation Simulation Package (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011) is applied to the traditional GCMs,
with the maximum-random overlap assumption for clouds at different vertical layers (Webb et al., 2001)
and subgrid precipitation distribution algorithm of Zhang et al. (2010). The Joint Simulator for Satellite
Sensors (J-simulator) (Hashino et al., 2013; Roh & Satoh, 2014; Satoh et al., 2016) that features fast
computation with large size of model input is applied to NICAM for forward simulations of the satellite
observables. For the traditional GCMs, our analyses are conducted for the subcolumn representations of
grid-resolving, large-scale clouds (excluding convective clouds represented by cumulus parameterizations)
as large-scale clouds are generated from typical bulk parameterizations of autoconversion and accretion.
Whereas, as there is no partition between large-scale and convective clouds in NICAM, and it is virtually
impossible to separate the two types of clouds from satellite observations, we use data of all warm clouds
for NICAM and A-Train. We also restrict the analysis to oceanic areas, which will minimize the effects from
different representations of aerosol-precipitation interactions among GCMs, as well as the uncertainties in
satellite retrievals due to surface albedo and topographical uncertainties.

GFDL_CLUBB and GFDL_AM4 share the same model framework but differ in both precipitation schemes
and representation of subgrid variability of condensate (Table 1). GFDL_CLUBB takes into account the
subgrid variability of condensates as an important factor that enhances the autoconversion and
accretion rates through a probability density function (PDF)-based method with unified treatment of
subgrid dynamics. In GFDL_AM4, however, subgrid cloud variabilities are not considered in the autocon-
version and accretion parameterizations. The comparisons of the two versions of the GFDL models thus
demonstrate the joint effect of precipitation schemes and subgrid representations of clouds on the forma-
tion of precipitation.

The two versions of NICAM have identical model structures but different autoconversion schemes. The
KK00 and BR68 schemes, each implemented to NICAM, are characterized by significantly different preci-
pitation time scales and therefore produce different vertical microphysical structures, as shown in
previous studies (Michibata & Takemura, 2015; Suzuki et al., 2015). With the comparison between the
two versions of NICAM, we intend to investigate how the choice of such different autoconversion
schemes can lead to the cloud-to-precipitation transition processes and cloud microphysical properties
in a common global model.

A variety of autoconversion schemes are adopted in the other GCMs analyzed. MIROC5.2 applies the BR68
scheme, the same as NICAM_Br; ECHAM-HAMMOZ applies the KK00 scheme (Zhang et al., 2012), the same
as NICAM_KK and GFDL_CLUBB. MRI-CGCM3 and GFDL_AM4 both adopt the Tripoli and Cotton (1980) auto-
conversion scheme but use different particle size thresholds to trigger precipitation (7 μm for MRI-CGCM3
and 8.5 μm for GFDL_AM4). Intercomparisons among different models sharing the same autoconversion
scheme hint at how the same autoconversion scheme behaves in different models in representation of the
precipitation formation.

Table 1
Summary of Model Configurations

Horizontal resolution Number of subcolumns Cloud schemes Autoconversion schemes Subgrid representation

GFDL_CLUBB ~1.0° × 1.0° 25 two moments Khairoutdinov and Kogan (2000) CLUBB, unified treatment
GFDL_AM4 ~1.0° × 1.0° 25 two moments Tripoli and Cotton (1980) —
ECHAM-HAMMOZ 1.875° × 1.875° 100 two moments Khairoutdinov and Kogan (2000) —
MRI-CGCM3 1.125° × 1.125° 120 two moments Tripoli and Cotton (1980) —
MIROC5.2 1.4° × 1.4° 25 two moments Berry (1968) —
NICAM_Br ~14 km — two moments Berry (1968) —
NICAM_KK ~14 km — two moments Khairoutdinov and Kogan (2000) —
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Figure 1. Distributions of in-cloud frequencies of cloud (�30 < Zmax < �15 dBZ, left), drizzle (�15 < Zmax < 0 dBZ, middle), and rain (Zmax > 0 dBZ, right), for
(a) A-Train, (b) A-Train averaged every 14 km along track, (c) GFDL_CLUBB, (d) GFDL_AM4, (e) ECHAM-HAMMOZ, (f) MRI-CGCM3, (g) MIROC5.2, (h) NICAM_Br,
and (i) NICAM_KK.
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3. Precipitation Frequency Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the in-cloud frequency of cloud, drizzle, and rain, as defined based on
radar reflectivity (section 2.1) and explore the connection between precipitation formation and cloud
microphysical properties.

3.1. In-Cloud Precipitation Frequency

It has been reported that precipitation is generally too frequently generated in GCMs (Stephens et al., 2010;
Suzuki et al., 2015). However, it has rarely been explicitly illustrated how frequent warm precipitation is gen-
erated from the in-cloud perspective. Here the occurrence frequencies of cloud, drizzle, and rain are defined
from the in-cloud perspective as follows:

f cloud ¼ Ncloud=Ntot (1)

f drizzle ¼ Ndrizzle=Ntot (2)

f rain ¼ Nrain=Ntot (3)

where Ncloud, Ndrizzle, and Nrain are the number of cloud, drizzle, and rain subcolumns (or pixels for A-Train)
within each gridbox and Ntot is the total number of cloudy subcolumns (Ntot =Ncloud +Ndrizzle +Nrain). The
use of these in-cloud frequencies enables us to quantify how likely it is to drizzle or rain when clouds exist,
and thus, it is straightforward to relate precipitation with cloud microphysics. These quantities are computed
on 1.25°× 1.25° (latitude × longitude) grids from the A-Train orbit data and the NICAM data, whereas the
original grid sizes are used for the traditional climate models (see Table 1).

Figure 1 shows the global geographical distributions of fcloud, fdrizzle, and frain obtained from A-Train obser-
vations and various models between 60°S and 60°N. The globally averaged values are shown in Figure 2. The
A-Train results (both the original and the 14 km averaged) (Figures 1a and 1b) suggest that for most regions,
especially subtropical eastern oceans and midlatitude oceans, the majority of warm clouds are nonprecipi-
tating; drizzling clouds constitute about 30–40% of all clouds in most regions, while raining clouds show
notable occurrences only over the intertropical convergence zone. These characteristics of the in-cloud
occurrence frequencies corroborate the fact that cloud-to-precipitation transition is both microphysically
and dynamically controlled (Sorooshian et al., 2013). In terms of the global mean (Figure 2), it is fair to
say that the majority of clouds (about 60%) are not precipitating and that most precipitating clouds are
just drizzling.

However, all models show characteristics that are significantly different from the A-Train observations. The
occurrences of nonprecipitating clouds are strikingly small, and those of drizzle and rain are substantially
overpredicted in the models. The two versions of GFDL models (Figures 1c and 1d), ECHAM-HAMMOZ
(Figure 1e), and NICAM_KK (Figure 1i) are slightly better than other models: nonprecipitating clouds occur
relatively more frequently than in other models. It should be noted that the radar simulators used to generate
subgrid radar reflectivity do not “see” the area fraction of precipitating clouds, and thus, when precipitation
occurs in a grid box, all cloudy subcolumns contain precipitation. To take this “precipitation fraction” effect
into account, we also calculated the observational cloud/precipitation frequencies from a grid-scale view: If
any pixel in a 1.25° latitude segment is found to be raining, assume that all of the warm clouds in that seg-
ment are raining; otherwise, if any pixel in this segment is drizzling, assume all warm clouds are drizzling
in that segment. The results (shown in Figure 2 as A-Train(gs)) suggest that the precipitation fraction effect
does contribute partly to the overestimated precipitation frequency in Figures 1 and 2. However, the
simulated precipitation frequencies are still remarkably larger than A-Train(gs). Therefore, the precipitation
fraction effect cannot dismiss the fact that precipitation is generated too easily by GCMs. The too-easy gen-
eration of precipitation will also be demonstrated in the following sections.

A unique advantage of CLUBB is its representation of the subgrid variabilities of subtropical eastern oceanic
stratus clouds (Guo et al., 2010, 2014, 2015). This is corroborated by the maximum fcloud (Figure 1c, left) over
these regions by GFDL_CLUBB. However, there is an obvious lack of midlatitude oceanic nonprecipitating
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clouds in GFDL_CLUBB, which are better represented by GFDL_AM4
(Figure 1d, left). These interesting differences imply that the
dependencies of precipitation on subgrid variabilities of clouds and
turbulences differ between subtropical eastern and midlatitude oceans.

On the other hand, the alteration of autoconversion schemes in NICAM
also remarkably affects simulated fcloud, fdrizzle, and frain as shown in
Figures 1h and 1i. The increase of midlatitude and subtropical eastern
oceanic clouds and the corresponding decrease of drizzle and rain in
NICAM_KK are favorable. These features of NICAM_KK are quite similar
to those of ECHAM_HAM (Figure 1e), which also uses the KK00 scheme
to form warm precipitation.

As the definition of cloud, drizzle, and rain are based on radar reflectivity
(Zmax), we compare the simulated and observed PDFs of subcolumn
Zmax in Figure 3. The systematic overestimation of Zmax is found for all
models. The A-Train Zmax peaks at around �25 dBZ (in the nonprecipi-
tating cloud category), while those of models commonly peak at around
0 dBZ (in the drizzle or rain category). Even considering the uncertainty
of radar reflectivity calculated by radar simulator to be up to 4–5 dBZ
(Di Michele et al., 2012), the overestimation of radar reflectivity by
GCMs is still robust.

3.2. Precipitation Occurrence Against Cloud Microphysics

The too-frequent occurrence of precipitation underlines that the water transition processes (i.e., the transition
from cloud water to precipitation water) may not be correctly represented in GCMs. To evaluate the modeled
water transition processes against observations, we computed fractional occurrences of different precipita-
tion categories as a function of LWP (Kawamoto & Suzuki, 2012; Lebsock et al., 2008; L’Ecuyer et al., 2009;
Suzuki et al., 2015), for both models and satellite observations. The observational LWP is calculated from
MODIS Reff and τc following Suzuki et al. (2015) as

LWP ¼ 2
3
ρwReffτc; (4)

where ρw is the liquid water density.

The results are shown in Figure 4. The A-Train results (Figures 4a and 4b)
demonstrate that (1) the cloud-to-precipitation transition occurs more
readily with increasing LWP, with the percentage of nonprecipitating
clouds (rain) having its maximum (minimum) at the smallest LWP and
decreasing (increasing) with increasing LWP, and (2) drizzle (which fea-
tures smaller precipitating drop sizes) is responsible for most of the
water transition over LWP below about 200 g m�2, while rain (which fea-
tures larger precipitating drop sizes) becomes dominant with further
increase in LWP.

These observed characteristics are not properly captured by the GCMs
as shown in Figures 4b–4h. The too small occurrence of nonprecipitat-
ing clouds and too large occurrence of precipitation at small LWP, com-
pared to satellite observations, are found for all the models. This means
that precipitation is triggered to form too easily in cloud development
characterized by smaller LWP values. This, at least in part, explains why
simulated precipitation is overly frequent, as shown in Figure 1. For
GFDL_AM4 (Figure 4d) and ECHAM-HAMMOZ (Figure 4e), the magni-
tude and trend of the rain fraction (blue lines) with regard to LWP are
more reasonably represented than those of other models. This implies
that the drizzle to rain transition (represented primarily by accretion)

Figure 2. Relative frequency of cloud (fcloud), drizzle (fdrizzle), and rain (frain)
averaged between 60°S and 60°N for A-Train observations and model simu-
lations. The observational results are calculated upon the original A-Train
data set (A-Train), upon the subset A-Train data set averaged every 14 km
along track (A-Train(14 km)), and from the grid-size (1.25° latitude along
track) view by considering the precipitation fraction effect (A-Train(gs)).

Figure 3. Probability density functions of subcolumn maximum radar
reflectivity (Zmax) for A-Train observations and model simulations. A-Train
represents the original satellite data, and A-Train(14 km) represents the
subset data averaged every 14 km along track.
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Figure 4. Fractional occurrence frequency of cloud (red), drizzle (green), and rain (blue) as a function of liquid water path
for (a) A-Train, (b) A-Train averaged every 14 km along track, (c) GFDL_CLUBB, (d) GFDL_AM4, (e) ECHAM-HAMMOZ, (f) MRI-
CGCM3, (g) MIROC5.2, (h) NICAM_Br, and (i) NICAM_KK.
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appears to be reasonably represented and therefore that the transition
from cloud to drizzle water (represented by autoconversion) is likely to
be the primary cause for the overestimation of precipitation occurrence
in these models. On the other hand, other models show a signature of
too easily transition from drizzle to rainwater as well as from cloud to
drizzle water, particularly for GFDL_CLUBB (Figure 4c) and NICAM_Br
(Figure 4h), which show significantly large rain occurrences at the
smallest LWP.

In addition to the water transition process investigated above, the verti-
cal microphysical structure and its variation with respect to cloud top
particle size provide us with a unique perspective to diagnose process-
level biases in model representation of warm rain formation. The
CFODD method of Suzuki et al. (2010, 2015) is employed to investigate
this issue. In CFODD, vertical profiles of radar reflectivity are statistically
represented on the in-cloud optical depth (ICOD) axis (rather than the
traditional geometrical height axis), where occurrence frequencies of
the radar reflectivity computed on each ICOD bin are displayed in the
form of the contoured frequency diagram (Nakajima et al., 2010;
Suzuki et al., 2010). For observations, vertical profile of ICOD is deter-
mined from the total MODIS τc with an adiabatic growth assumption
algorithm (Suzuki et al., 2010). For models, ICOD is obtained from the
model output of cloud optical depth profiles, and the radar reflectivity
is obtained from the radar simulators.

Figure 5 shows the CFODDs obtained from A-Train observations and
model simulations, classified according to Reff into 5< Reff ≤ 10 μm,
10< Reff ≤ 15 μm, and 15< Reff ≤ 20 μm. In A-Train (Figures 5a and 5b),
the vertical structure shows a monotonic shift from nonprecipitating
profiles to precipitating profiles with increasing Reff: for 5< Reff
≤ 10 μm, radar reflectivities throughout the cloud layer are mostly smal-
ler than �15 dBZ; with the increase of Reff, radar reflectivity at lower
parts of clouds increases to a maximum of around 0 dBZ for
10< Reff ≤ 15 μm, indicating the occurrence of drizzle, and to around
8 dBZ for 15< Reff ≤ 20 μm, indicating the occurrence of rain. The shift
of radar reflectivity structure with Reff suggests either that the develop-
ment of precipitation is accompanied by the growth of cloud top parti-
cle sizes or that precipitation is likely to form when cloud particle sizes
exceed a critical value in a statistical sense.

However, all models exhibit a radar reflectivity over �15 dBZ even for
5< Reff ≤ 10 μm as found in Figures 5c–5i, and the simulated radar
reflectivity at small ICOD readily exceeds �15 dBZ for most models
except ECHAM-HAMMOZ (Figure 5e). This suggests that precipitation
is triggered too easily in models even when clouds are at incipient
development stages in terms of both particle size and optical depth.
This is consistent with the fact that precipitation readily occurs even
when LWP is small as discussed above.

The difference between GFDL_CLUBB and GFDL_AM4, primarily in the
subgrid variability of cloud water and turbulence (Guo et al., 2014),
appears as the difference in the enhancement factor on autoconversion
rate. This is depicted by the fact that the CFODDs of GFDL_CLUBB
(Figure 5c) show notably different characteristics from those of
GFDL_AM4 (Figure 5d): the radar reflectivity of GFDL_CLUBB is larger
at small ICOD, and there is an attenuation of radar reflectivity (implied

Figure 5. The probability function of radar reflectivity as a function of in-
cloud optical depth (i.e., CFODDs) for (a) A-Train, (b) A-Train averaged every
14 km along track, (c) GFDL_CLUBB, (d) GFDL_AM4, (e) ECHAM-HAMMOZ,
(f) MRI-CGCM3, (g) MIROC5.2, (h) NICAM_Br, and (i) NICAM_KK. The numbers
of bins for optical depth and reflectivity are 15 and 25, respectively. The radar
reflectivity is normalized in each bin of in-cloud optical depth.
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Figure 6. Two-dimensional probability density functions of cloud occurrence as a function of LWP and Reff for (a) A-Train,
(b) A-Train averaged every 14 km along track, (c) GFDL_CLUBB, (d) GFDL_AM4, (e) ECHAM-HAMMOZ, (f) MRI-CGCM3,
(g) MIROC5.2, (h) NICAM_Br, and (i) NICAM_KK.
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from the decrease of radar reflectivity with increasing ICOD) in the rightmost two Reff ranges. This
demonstrates that precipitation is more efficient in GFDL_CLUBB than in GFDL_AM4.

It is worth noting that the two versions of NICAM with different autoconversion schemes show significantly
different CFODD characteristics. NICAM_Br (Figure 5h) shows great attenuation effect of radar reflectivity,
implying that precipitation is substantially too efficient at upper parts of clouds. On the other hand,
NICAM_KK (Figure 5i) shows auspicious improvements: radar reflectivity is more likely to be smaller than
�15 dBZ when Reff is small, at least at ICOD <30, and the attenuation effect is significantly reduced. These
results propose that drizzle is more likely to be triggered later and the transition from cloud water to preci-
pitation water is less efficient in NICAM_KK than in NICAM_Br. These characteristics of NICAM_KK are closer
to those found in the A-Train observations and therefore deemed more realistic than those of NICAM_Br.

It is also of some interest to compare different models sharing the same (or similar) cloud-to-precipitation
parameterizations. MIROC5.2, which uses the same autoconversion scheme as NICAM_Br, produces rain effi-
ciently even when 5< Reff ≤ 10 μm (Figure 5g), a characteristic similar to that of NICAM_Br. On the other hand,
ECHAM-HAMMOZ, based on the same autoconversion scheme as NICAM_KK, also shows behaviors similar to
NICAM_KK: the rightward shift of radar reflectivity profiles with increasing Reff is significant, and clouds with
5< Reff ≤ 10 μm are less likely to produce a radar reflectivity over 0 dBZ. It is nevertheless worth noting that
differences between MIROC5.2 and NICAM_Br, as well as between ECHAM-HAMMOZ and NICAM_KK, are also
nonnegligible, implying the significance of discrepancies in representations of processes other than micro-
physics, such as dynamic and thermodynamic processes.

The biases identified in vertical microphysical structure of GCMs corroborate the too fast productions of
precipitation on one hand, and hint at how cloud microphysical properties, such as LWP and Reff, are inade-
quately associated with the precipitation occurrence on the other hand. The latter aspect is further explored
in the following section.

4. Exploration of Microphysical Biases

The analyses above indicate that the onsets of precipitation in all the models are substantially too easily: the
model precipitation occurs when LWP and Reff are smaller than those for observed precipitation. In this sec-
tion, we explore this too-easy formation of precipitation in more depth from two aspects: (1) biases in base
cloud microphysical properties (e.g., LWP and Reff) in GCMs and (2) biases in the cloud-to-precipitation
transition process.

4.1. Cloud Microphysical Properties

To investigate the first aspect of biases, Figure 6 shows the PDFs of cloud occurrence as a function of LWP and
Reff. It is shown that clouds in satellite observations (Figures 6a and 6b) exert LWP centered around 100 gm�2

and Reff centered around 15 μm. However, model simulations (Figures 6c–6i) show PDFs quite different from
Figures 6a and 6b. Clouds in most models tend to have substantially smaller LWP (GFDL_CLUBB, MRI-CGCM3,
MIROC, NICAM_Br, and NICAM_KK) and Reff (GFDL_CLUBB, GFDL_AM4, ECHAM-HAMMOZ, NICAM_Br, and
NICAM_KK) than observations. This can also be found from the spatially averaged results, as shown in
Table 2. Moreover, unlike the single-peaked Reff in A-Train, GFDL_CLUBB and GFDL_AM4 show two separated
peaks, one at Reff < 5 μm and the other at a larger Reff of around 10 μm.

Generally speaking, LWP and Reff are mostly underestimated by GCMs. These underestimated cloud proper-
ties compensate, at least in part, for the error that precipitation forms at smaller LWP and Reff values (as
shown in Figures 4 and 5). The extent of the error compensation differs among themodels analyzed, resulting
in different occurrence proportions of cloud, drizzle, and rain, as shown in Figure 2. Nevertheless, in all the

Table 2
The Cloud Top Effective Radius (Reff) and Liquid Water Path (LWP) Averaged Between 60°S and 60°N for A-Train Observations and Model Simulations

A-Train A-Train(14 km) GFDL_CLUBB GFDL_ AM4 ECHAM-HAMMOZ MRI-CGCM3 MIROC5.2 NICAM_Br NICAM_KK

Reff 19.80 18.39 6.38 7.23 11.15 14.36 13.71 5.34 6.96
LWP 158.33 120.77 87.05 147.03 136.24 93.35 70.00 66.56 102.49
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Figure 7. Occurrence frequency of precipitation (drizzle or rain) at each LWP and Reff bin for (a) A-Train, (b) A-Train aver-
aged every 14 km along track, (c) GFDL_CLUBB, (d) GFDL_AM4, (e) ECHAM-HAMMOZ, (f) MRI-CGCM3, (g) MIROC5.2,
(h) NICAM_Br, and (i) NICAM_KK.
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models examined, the too-efficient precipitation biases are not completely canceled by the cloud property
biases, resulting in model precipitation that is still biased toward higher occurrence of precipitation.

It should be noted that the onset of precipitation (i.e., autoconversion) in GCMs is generally parameterized
independently at each model layer, thus only liquid water content and cloud droplet size at a particular ver-
tical layer work in the triggering of precipitation. However, as precipitation fluxes at a particular model layer
typically rely on those at layers above, precipitation water also interacts with cloud water in its pathway
through the accretion process. So the simulated LWP and Reff shown above are an outcome of the layer-
independent precipitation parameterization, and thus can be used as proxies for single-layer properties to
indicate biases in models’ precipitation process.

4.2. Precipitation Process

In addition to the base errors in liquid water path and cloud particle size, the dependence of precipitation
formation on these cloud properties is another source of error that should be examined. Such a diagnosis
is shown in Figure 7, which presents precipitation (drizzle or rain) occurrence frequency as a function of
LWP and Reff.

In the A-Train results (Figures 7a and 7b), the probability of precipitation monotonically increases with
increasing LWP and Reff, with its maximum at the right-upper corner of the diagram. Themajority of the mod-
els, except for NICAM_Br, exhibit such a trend in a qualitative sense. Therefore, the precipitation formation
processes in these models possess realistic behavior at least qualitatively.

However, GFDL models (particularly GFDL_CLUBB) (Figures 7c and 7d) also exert an increasing trend in the
right-lower direction found at the lower part of the diagrams, implying that precipitating clouds can
have smaller Reff than that of nonprecipitating clouds. This is an unrealistic relationship not identified in
satellite observations.

MRI-CGCM3 (Figure 7f) and MIROC (Figure 7g) show substantially more frequent precipitation than most
other models. Even with consideration of the given base errors of LWP and Reff shown in Figures 6f and
6g, the onset of precipitation in MRI-CGCM3 and MIROC occurs still too easily. This suggests that the
too-frequent precipitation biases exposed in these two models are attributed to the precipitation formation
parameterization that relates the precipitation occurrence with cloud properties.

More realistic statistics are shown in Figure 7i for NICAM_KK particularly when compared with Figure 7h for
NICAM_Br. The incorporation of the KK00 autoconversion scheme in NICAM makes the triggering of precipi-
tation much more realistic than that using the BR68 scheme. However, NICAM_KK still triggers precipitation
too easily (at too small Reff and LWP); thus, the precipitation frequency in NICAM_KK is still highly overesti-
mated as shown in Figures 1i and 2.

To further investigate the relationship between the precipitation process and each cloud property (Reff
or LWP), Figures 8 and 10 show the box-and-whisker plots of Reff and LWP, respectively, for different
precipitation categories.

It is shown in Figures 8a and 8b that Reff increases steadily from the cloud category to the rain category in
satellite observations. This means that the development of precipitation is accompanied with the enlarge-
ment of cloud particle sizes. Some models, such as ECHAM-HAMMOZ (Figure 8e), MRI-CGCM3 (Figure 8f),
and MIROC5.2 (Figure 8g), capture this trend although the exact Reff ranges in the simulations are not neces-
sarily comparable to those of observations. Among these models, MRI-CGCM3 is quantitatively closer to
observations than other models.

However, the two versions of GFDL models (Figures 8c and 8d) and NICAM_KK (Figure 8i) fail to represent the
increase of Reff with the enhancement of precipitation. In GFDL_AM4 and NICAM_KK, an increase of Reff from
the cloud category to the drizzle category is found, but the Reff of the rain category is comparable to, if not
slightly smaller than, that of the drizzle category. NICAM_Br behaves slightly better than NICAM_KK in terms
of the continuously increasing Reff from cloud to rain. Remarkably, GFDL_CLUBB shows amonotonic decrease
of Reff from cloud to rain categories, in contrast to the tendency in satellite observations.

The decreasing trend of Reff might be associated with the too-efficient rain formation that depletes the cloud
liquid water so efficiently. In two-moment cloud microphysics parameterizations, cloud particle size at each
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grid cell (Rc) depends on both liquid water content (Lc) and cloud
droplet number concentration (Nc, typically parameterized from

aerosol activation) as Rc∝L1=3c N�1=3
c . As Rc depends on Lc and Nc, the

variations of Reff (a proxy for Rc) with precipitation enhancement
somewhat reflect the precipitation-induced depletion of Lc and
scavenging of aerosols that influences Nc. These changes of Lc and Nc

induce competing effects on Rc: the precipitation-induced depletion of
Lc and Nc operates to decrease and increase Rc, respectively. Given this
dependency of Rc on Lc and Nc, the net decreasing tendency of Reff
with enhanced precipitation found in GFDL_CLUBB suggests that the
Lc effect dominates over the Nc effect. The lack of increase in Reff with
precipitation in the GFDL and NICAM models (as shown in Figures 8c,
8d, 8h, and 8i) therefore implies that the cloud-to-precipitation
transitions are so efficient (the autoconversion or accretion rate may
be unrealistically large) that there remains less cloud water (Lc),
leading to a reduction of the particle size. This is supported by

Figure 8. The box-and-whisker plots of Reff for the cloud, drizzle, and rain modes for (a) A-Train, (b) A-Train averaged every
14 km along track, (c) GFDL_CLUBB, (d) GFDL_AM4, (e) ECHAM-HAMMOZ, (f) MRI-CGCM3, (g) MIROC5.2, (h) NICAM_Br,
and (i) NICAM_KK.

Figure 9. Averaged (60°S–60°N) cloud number concentration (Nc, white
bars) and liquid water content (Lc, black bars) at cloud top simulated by
models. The error bars represent the standard deviation.
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Figure 9, which shows Lc at cloud top is 2–7 times smaller for GFLD and NICAMmodels than for other models,
while Nc at cloud top differs in much less extent.

Similar to Figures 8a and 8b, the A-Train statistics of LWP in Figures 10a and 10b also show a robust left-to-
right increase, indicating that the enhancement of precipitation statistically coincides with more abundant
cloud water. Most models reproduce this increasing trend of LWP, but with smaller values. It is interesting
in this regard that the increase of LWP from the cloud category to the drizzle category is less significant in
GFDL_CLUBB (Figure 10c). If we hypothesize that autoconversion is primarily responsible for the water transi-
tion from cloud to drizzle, and that accretion is primarily responsible for the water transition from drizzle to
rain, then the inefficient growth of LWP from cloud to drizzle may imply that the autoconversion depletion of
cloud water is too efficient in GFDL_CLUBB. However, it may also be a consequence of dynamical biases: the
dynamically controlled vapor condensation may be insufficient for the LWP growth in the drizzle category of
GFDL_CLUBB. This argument could be clarified by more detailed analysis in future studies.

The results of GFDL_AM4 (Figure 10d) and ECHAM-HAMMOZ (Figure 10e) resemble those of A-Train
(Figure 10a) in both magnitude and trend, suggesting that their water transition processes are better repre-
sented than other models. This is consistent with what is shown in Figure 4. The behavior of LWP variations in
MRI-CGCM3 (Figure 10f) and MIROC5.2 (Figure 10g) are at least qualitatively similar to the A-Train result,
implying that the autoconversion and accretion efficiencies may be reasonably represented (on the basis
of the hypothesis stated above).

Figure 10. The same as Figure 8, but for LWP.
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In NICAM, the LWP transition with enhancement of precipitation
(Figures 10h–10i) is not as robust as shown in observations
(Figure 10b). However, notable improvement by applying the KK00
autoconversion scheme (Figure 10i) is seen, illustrated by both the
increased magnitude of LWP and also more robust increasing of LWP
with the enhancement of precipitation compared with Figure 10h.

Figure 11 summarizes the behaviors of cloud water and particle size as a
function of different precipitation occurrence shown in Figures 8 and 10
in the form of the median values of LWP and Reff for each precipitation
category in the LWP–Reff coordinates. By connecting the marks for a sin-
gle model or the observations, the transitions of cloud microphysical
properties with changing precipitation are hinted. Figure 11, containing
information on both cloud water transition and cloud occurrence statis-
tics, is also a joint consequence of Figures 6 and 7.

In Figure 11, satellite observations show a right-upper trend from the
cloud category to the rain category. Three models (ECHAM-HAMMOZ,
MRI-CGCM3, and MIROC5.2) reproduce this trend although with the
locations inconsistent with observations, highlighting the biases in
simulated LWP and Reff. For GFDL models, enhanced precipitation is
associated with increasing LWP but decreasing Reff, which is particularly

the case in GFDL_CLUBB. For NICAM models, the increase of LWP with enhanced precipitation is found
(although not as robust as shown in observations), but Reff also hardly increases with precipitation enhance-
ment. The differences in subgrid parameterizations (in the two versions of GFDL models) and autoconversion
schemes (as identified from the comparisons between the two versions of NICAM models) pose substantial
effects, but fundamental biases seem to exist that are responsible for the lack of increasing Reff in GFDL
and NICAM models.

The results described above provide a picture of model biases in representation of precipitation: although
precipitation occurs too frequently in most GCMs, the precipitation process itself may still be reasonably
simulated by some models (as inferred from cloud microphysical property transitions). Thus, two aspects
of errors in precipitation parameterizations of GCMs should be considered separately. One is the “triggering”
problem: in what condition should cloud water be transferred to precipitation water; the other is the
“evolution” problem: how precipitation interacts with cloud water. The former appears to be critical for the
“too-frequent” problems of simulated precipitation, while the latter can be critical for the cloud microphysical
property biases associated with precipitation occurrence. Nevertheless, this does not dismiss the importance
of the base biases in the parameterizations of cloud microphysical properties. Moreover, the coupling
between cloudmacrophysics and cloudmicrophysics can be another important source of warm precipitation
biases, which is not examined here.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we evaluated the cloud-to-precipitation transition process simulated by up-to-date versions of
multiple state-of-the-art GCMs, including both traditional climatemodels and a global high-resolution model,
against A-Train satellite observations. We found that both traditional and high-resolution GCMs share some
similarities in characteristics of simulated precipitation: all the analyzedmodels continue to have the problem
of too-frequent formation of precipitation, similar to the previous versions of models. Precipitation was trig-
gered even when cloud particle size and liquid water path were still too small, and thus, the occurrences of
precipitation were significantly overestimated. The bulk precipitation schemes used in models play a crucial
role in determining these simulated precipitation behaviors, regardless of the horizontal resolution of mod-
els. We also found that models contained “compensating errors” between cloud properties (LWP and Reff)
and the precipitation formation process: the too-efficient precipitation formations were partly compensated
for by the systematic underestimates of LWP and Reff. However, this compensation did not completely cancel
the precipitation formation biases. Even with consideration of these systematic cloud property errors, preci-
pitation was still generated too easily in the GCMs than inferred from the observations. This implied that there

Figure 11. Transition of precipitation mode in the LWP-Reff coordinates. The
position of each mark represents the median values of Reff and LWP as
shown in Figures 8 and 10, respectively.
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were fundamental biases in representation of the precipitation onset in GCMs (e.g., autoconversion schemes
and coupling between microphysics and macrophysics).

In addition to the problem in precipitation occurrence frequency, the evolution of cloud microphysical
properties with the enhancement of precipitation was also found to suffer from robust errors. For instance,
the GFDL models and NICAM models fail to represent an increase in cloud particle size, with enhanced
occurrence of precipitation. Despite these model biases, useful insight into possible improvements of
warm precipitation parameterization in GCMs was obtained from the analysis of this study. On one hand,
the sensitivity test with NICAM revealed that the adoption of a more realistic autoconversion scheme sig-
nificantly improved the triggering of precipitation. On the other hand, the use of the sophisticated subgrid
scheme CLUBB, in addition to a more realistic autoconversion scheme, in the GFDL model brought notable
improvement in the representation of subtropical eastern oceanic precipitation. These results underscore
the importance of autoconversion and subgrid schemes for the improvement of warm precipitation repre-
sentation. But deterioration of other precipitation characteristics accompanying these improvements
implies that warm precipitation biases stem from multisources. Other aspects of models, both microphy-
sics and macrophysics and also the coupling between them, are highly important for realistic representa-
tion of precipitation process. Therefore, the effect of implementing a particular autoconversion or subgrid
scheme may be model-dependent.
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